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workstation on the network is configured as follows. A user reports that they are unable to print to a device located on a different

subnet. Which of the following is the MOST likely problem? IP address: 172.16.204.12Subnet Mask: 255.255.0.0Default Gateway:

172.15.204.254DNS address: 172.16.204.1Broadcast address: 172.16.255.255A.    DNS addressB.    Subnet maskC.    Default

gatewayD.    Broadcast addressE.    IP addressAnswer: CQUESTION 102A technician recently fixed a computer with several

viruses and spyware programs on it and notices the Internet settings were set to redirect all traffic through an unknown proxy. This

type of attack is known as which of the following?A.    PhishingB.    Social engineeringC.    Man-in-the-middleD.    Shoulder

surfingAnswer: CQUESTION 103Which of the following is the BEST way to mitigate security threats on a network?A.    Social

engineeringB.    User trainingC.    Incident responseD.    Man-in-the- middleAnswer: BQUESTION 104Which of the following

devices should be installed on a network to monitor the presence of and actively defend against attacks?A.    An IPSB.    A protocol

analyzerC.    A traffic shaperD.    An IDSAnswer: AQUESTION 105Which of the following is an IPv6 address?A.   

00:14:38:05:7B:E5B.    10.10.1.1C.    192.168.1.1D.    2001:cdba::3257:9652Answer: DQUESTION 106A company has a large

number of employees that need VPN access from home. Which of the following is the BEST solution for deploying and managing

the remote access?A.    Site-to-site VPNB.    Network-based firewallC.    SSL VPND.    Host-based firewallAnswer: CQUESTION

107Which of the following is a routed protocol that functions at layer 3 of the OSI model?A.    IPB.    Frame relayC.    PPPD.   

ADSLAnswer: AQUESTION 108Something you have, something you are, and something you know are the three tenets of:A.   

Social engineeringB.    Change managementC.    Remote accessD.    Access controlAnswer: DQUESTION 109A firewall that

operates at Layer 7 of the OSI model is known as a(n):A.    Circuit gatewayB.    Packet filterC.    Application levelD.    Redundant

firewallAnswer: CQUESTION 110Which of the following allows a central point to simultaneously address other points without

addressing all of them?A.    MulticastB.    SubnettingC.    UnicastD.    BroadcastAnswer: AQUESTION 111Which of the following

connector types would Sandy, a network technician, use to connect a serial cable?A.    RJ-11B.    BNCC.    LCD.    DB-9Answer: D
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